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Background
The efficacy of current and novel heart failure therapies
is likely related to viability that denotes the presence of
cardiac reserve. Previous studies assessed viability mostly
on a segmental rather than patient level, and included
hypokinetic segments, which by definition−given resi-
dual contractile function−are viable. Additionally, stu-
dies have suggested that long-term survival is affected
by the presence of viability in akinetic, not hypokinetic,
segments. Therefore, we aimed to assess viability among
patients with myocardial akinesis referred for cardiovas-
cular MRI (CMR).

Methods
Data analysis was performed on a cloud-based system
that is currently receiving de-identified searchable data
from reports with full DICOM datasets for 23,275 con-
secutive CMR exams performed at 4 U.S. hospitals from
2010-2014. At the time of abstract submission, 8,242
CMR datasets have been analyzed, and analysis of all
23,275 is expected by the end of 2015. All data fields
were derived from reports that had been electronically
signed by board-certified physicians with Level 3 CMR
training. Each dataset included scores for wall motion
and hyperenhancement (HE) on a standard 17 segments
AHA model. We included only patients having one or
more akinetic segments, defined as having no visible
systolic increase in wall thickness. Patients with dyski-
netic segments−showing systolic wall thinning−were
also included. Segment viability was defined as HE less
than 50% transmural, and “whole-heart” viability was

defined as present if all 17 segments were deemed
viable.

Results
6,932 patients had cardiac scans with complete cine and
delayed contrast enhancement imaging. Of these, 725
patients (10.5%) had myocardial akinesis of at least one
segment. The table shows patient characteristics. Of
3091 akinetic segments, 37.6% were deemed viable. On
a per patient basis, 38.2% (n = 277) had whole-heart
viability. After excluding those with non-ischemic cardi-
omyopathy (NICM;15.9%), the prevalence of whole-heart
viability remained high at 32.4% (n = 235). Other sub-
cohorts are shown in the figure 1. The prevalence of
whole-heart viability remained high in patients with
severe left ventricular (LV) dysfunction (ejection frac-
tion<30%) and in those with visible remodeling (severe
LV enlargement), with prevalence of 45.3% and 50.0%,
respectively.

Conclusions
In this large multi-center study of patients with myocar-
dial akinesis, over one-third of patients had whole-heart
viability. The prevalence of whole-heart viability is high
even in groups traditionally believed to have reduced
viability, such as those with severe LV dysfunction, or
remodeling, or history of heart failure. CMR identifica-
tion of viability may identify patients who may benefit
from existing and novel therapeutics for better design of
heart failure trials.
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Figure 1

Table 1 Characteristics in Patients with Myocardial
Akinesis (n = 725)

Patient characteristic Percentage

Age (mean ± SD) 56 ± 18 years

Male gender 61.2%

Diabetes mellitus 28.8%

Hypertension 60.2%

Hyperlipidemia 53.2%

Smoking 38.1%

Family history of CAD 36.3%

LV ejection fraction (mean ± SD) 35.1% ± 13.5%
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